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The fish in the water is silent,
The animals on the earth is noisy,
The bird in the air is singing.
But man has in him the silence of the sea, the noise of the earth and the music of the air.
- Tagore

Season of Spring is near…! Month of March is here…! It is the month that marks new beginning; brings
hopes and enlivened dreams! The month of March at PDPU saw sunny smiles on the faces of graduating
students on the day of 4th Convocation. PDPU campus turned out to be more energetic and vibrant filled
with nostalgia and a determination for a brighter beginning. It was indeed the noise of earth and the music
of the air in the hearts of PDPU-ites. The occasion was graced by the presence of Hon’ble Chief Minister of
Gujarat, Smt. Anandiben Patel; Minister of Finance, Gujarat State, Shri Saurabh Patel; President of PDPU,
Dr. Mukesh Ambani; and Mr. James Burchard, Head of Oil Market Research for IHS Energy, USA.
To mark the event memorable, School of Liberal Studies organized Pre-Convocation events. Faculty and
Students, together, participated in partnership in Intellectual Arts; Quizzing and Debating; Sports and
Cooking! Overwhelming it was to see the friendly team spirit and mingling of faculty and students’ partnership performances.
As the month progressed, so did the activities. From discussing ideas on current conditions in the nation
from International Relations, Economics and Social Science’s perspective, students were exposed to methodologies of conducting research in various disciplines. Interaction with experts from the discipline of
Mass Communication and Humanities allowed students to adopt integrated approach to understand people and processes. With an aim to make students sensible citizens, they were involved and engaged to
work for the social cause.
The month of March witnessed various Academic activities at local and national level which would lead to
global exposure in the up-coming month of April. With research bent of mind and strength to strive more,
students of SLS would fly to Washington and Jefferson College, United States and undertake courses to
study. Also, at PDPU campus, students are charged up with an up-coming annual Social and Cultural Festival of the University, FLARE 2016.

We move on thus from March to April, from vibrancy to extravaganza.
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Pandit Deendayal Petroleum University held its 4th Ten scholars received PhD degree from the hands of
Convocation on March 6, 2016 and contributed its Smt. Anandiben Patel and other dignitaries on the

might to society by formally presenting 1377 trained dais. They also conferred medals of merit upon 77
young professionals to the domains of technology, students of 20014-15 and 2015-16 batches. PDPU has
management, and arts & humanities.
Hon Chief Minister of Gujarat, Smt. Anandiben Pa-

been lucky enough to have the Chief Minister of
Gujarat as Chief Guest on all the four convocations.

tel who was the Chief Guest of the function, conferred degrees on all graduating students who were
found eligible for graduation after a rigorous aca-

OCEAN OF OPPORTUNITIES: CM

demic exercise. The degrees were awarded in the While congratulating the graduating students, the
presence of Dr. Mukesh Ambani, President, PDPU Chief Minister emphasized the need for working
and Chairman, Reliance Industries Limited. Mr. towards climate change by undertaking frontier reSaurabhbhai Patel, Hon. Minister for Finance, Ener- search activities in technology, management and
gy & Petrochemicals was the Guest of Honour and humanities and social science areas. She stressed the
Mr. James Burkhard, Head of Oil Market Research need for the graduating students to see the ocean of
for HIS Energy, USA, was the Special Guest on this opportunities in the fields of renewable energy and
occasion. Several other dignitaries graced the 100- sustainable energy considering the great potential
acre lush green campus of PDPU in Gandhinagar these untapped sectors offer.
and witnessed the graduation ceremony vivaciously.
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Expressing her satisfaction over PDPU’s initiatives various students and faculty exchange programme,

in innovation in social and industrial sectors, she she said.
mentioned that the Innovation and Incubation Center established at PDPU shall be creating several entrepreneurs of future India. She said that the graduating students getting employment in various industries should come back to the university and
strengthen the much needed industry-academy collaboration. Similarly, the internationalization of education is the most important area for undertaking

While delivering her speech, Smt. Anandiben Patel
went down memory lane. Recalling her own teaching days, she said, “A teacher plays a pivotal role in
student’s life. I have been a teacher for long and I
understand the feelings of a teacher when a batch of
student passes out. My congratulations to teachers
too, for guiding, nurturing and educating their stu-
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dent. Many of us do not know that the idea of a

help them receive more employment-oriented edu-

convocation ceremony is a very old tradition in our

cation.

culture. Way back in ancient time, in Taitreya
Upanishada there is a mention of convocation cere-

ALETRNATIVE SOURCES EMERGING

mony where gurus guide their students for their

Mr. James Burkhard, Head of Oil Market Research

next stage of life. That is now followed in a modern

for HIS Energy, US, said that India is now amongst

way.”

the top ten global economies and the country is
passing through a remarkable time. While the role

PRODUCE SKILLED HUMAN RESOPURCES

of oil and gas will remain important, other sources

Mr. Saurabhbhai Patel, Hon Minister for Finance,

of energy are emerging. The global energy industry

Energy & Petrochemicals, while extending felicita-

will have more choices than ever before. India is set

tion to all the graduating students, stressed the im-

to reap demographic dividends as its population is

portance of imparting quality education to produce

young. Besides, India’s working age population will

readily employable and deployable students.

grow much faster than any other country’s over the

He stated that the existing higher education system
needs to be reviewed with a view to facilitate multidimensional development of students. This will

next 25 years.
BUILD YOU START-UPS
Dr. Mukesh Ambani, Chairman, Reliance Industries
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Ltd. and President of PDPU, in his address recalled

Following are the highlights of his speech delivered

that the university came into being as part of Prime

at the 4th convocation of PDPU.

Minister, Mr. Narendra Modi’s vision.

Digital India is giving us a lead in data economy. As

“It was he who inspired all of us to establish and

the world moves to data we at Reliance are very

nurture the Pandit Deendayal Petroleum University

committed to build the most modern data infra-

(PDPU). Today he has given a vision to the entire

structure that empower each and every Indian and

country. ‘Make in India’ and ‘Skill India’ are power-

realize our Prime Minister’s vision for Digital India.

ful statements and we in the industry are fully committed to convert his vision to reality. With start up
India and Team India all of you have the opportunity to invent and discovering India and build your
own startup company,” he added.

All of us have to be committed to realize his vision
into reality and more so I believe that Gujarat in all
these areas will do it faster than other states in our
country. I am proud to see Gujarat embracing this
and delivering a very promising future to all its 6
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nities that you have before you are historic. I wish I
was 30 years younger to really take advantage of opportunities available today.
As advises to students - If I could give you some self
advise in your own language, let me try: keep your
headphones on. Fill your ears and minds with melodies of optimism. Tune out the critics and the cynics. People who say ‘ye nahi ho sakta hai’ and treat
them as noise cancellation. Dance to your own music and take some risks in life. Because it is often the
risk taker who changes the course of history, who
innovates, who creates something the world desperately needs and contributes to the well being of mil-

crore people. And I am very confident that under the

lions of lives.

leadership of our Chief Minister Anandiben Patel, Secondly, I will also tell you that apart from your
Gujarat will emerge as a shining star among all headphones, put on your running shoes, but rememstates in India bringing prosperity to crores of its ber that personal and professional success is not a
sprint but a marathon. We are lucky to be living in a
people
Dr. Mukesh Ambani, one of the founder members of
PDPU said he wished he would 30 years younger to
take advantage of today’s opportunities that are be-

fore the students today.

dynamic world where anything is possible, but it is
important to remember there are no overnight successes, you will need to be dedicated single minded
and there is no substitute to hard work. And also

remember that this marathon of life is not a rate

You are graduating at the most appropriate time for race. It is important to achieve our goals but not at
shaping a new India. A new India which can juggle any cost. Be compassionate as you go along and stop
its agrarian roots with its new found leadership in to help those who stumble. Be remembered not only
the knowledge and the digital economy. India is a for doing good but also for being good yourself.
perfect balance of the new and the old – the traditional and the unconventional and it is the perfect
breeding ground for your fertile ideas. The opportu-

Each one of you is India’s ambassador to the world
as a global citizen. We are all counting on you to
make a difference. Go on my young friends, conquer
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the world and make your family proud, PDPU proud FESTIVE ATMOSPHERE
and India proud.
AT COMMUNITY’S SERVCE
The outgoing Director General, Mr. DJ Pandian said
PDPU is an example of how limited resources, but
with the support of all stakeholders, the government, industries, academicians and public at large
can be used to develop a world class institute for the
benefits of our young community.
He congratulated the graduating students and their
proud parents who had invested enormous time,
money and energy for the future of their sons and
daughters. “I assure you none of your sacrifice will
go waste,” he said.

The entire campus wore a festive look for several
days as the current batches of students decorated
the sprawling 100-acre campus to make the event
memorable to the passing out batches. The campus
brightened up well before March 6 with various student clubs organising various events to make their
seniors who had come to receive their degree certifi-

cates feel at home and relive their memories.
The Student Activities and Leadership wing of
PDPU organized a series of activities that ranged
from gully cricket to star gazing, all filled with fun
and frolic.
Video Graphic Association club members prepared a
40-minute audio-visual programme and another 40minute power point presentation, tracing the origin
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of PDPU and its journey over the last decade. Both of Gully cricket: Sports committee organized an event
these were played on the giant screens installed at called Gully Cricket which has different set of rules.
the convocation venue, helping the dignitaries un- Students of different branches enjoyed their time.
derstand the university and its vision and objectives
better.

Tattoo making: The fine arts club of PDPU, Rang,
organized a stall for students to get their favourite

The foodies club of PDPU, Grow Cook Eat, orga- tattoos on.
nized an event called Anand Mela. Students cooked
food by themselves and arranged a stall where people could buy the food items they made. SLS faculty,
staff and students organised a similar event in the
cafeteria and partook of the food they prepared.
Exhibition & studio: A photography exhibition was
organized by Sorriso, the photography club of

PDPU. The students set a live studio.

Film screening: The Video Graphics Association of
PDPU organized a movie screening on the campus.
People watched Short Films like Mamta Tonic,
Shadow of Blue, Conflict, Mard and many more.
Karaoke: Offbeat, the music club of PDPU, organized a karaoke on which students sang the songs
and expressed themselves.
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After hours: “After hours” was also organized by Offbeat which was a reliever of all the stress acquired
whole day.
The passing out students, most of whom visited the campus with their parents and other members of their
families joined the current students and relived a memorable part of their lives spent on the campus earlier.

HERCULES ALL
The entire PDPU faculty and staff took it upon themselves to make the fourth convocation a memorable
event in the short history of the varsity. They were divided into several committees which took care of the
minutes that make an event successful.
The evening ended with a gala dinner hosted for the students, their families, invited guests and the PDPU
staff.
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School of Liberal Studies organized PDPU Pre-Convocation General Quiz on 5th March 2016. 50 students
of different Schools of PDPU participated enthusiastically in quizzing. The highlight of the event was
participation from both, alumni and students from existing batches along with Faculty Members of
PDPU. The quiz was conducted by the office bearers of Mind Ripple Quiz Club of PDPU. Many exciting
questions on Society, History, Economy, Polity, International Relations, Sports, Culture, and on many
such disciplines were raised during the competition. Top six finalists received cash prizes.
Here are the names of top six finalists of the General Quiz:
First Place -Anmol Garg, SPT ‘10 (Alumni)
Second Place - Prakhar Sarkar SPT ‘12
Third Place - Rohan Desai, SPT ‘10 (Alumni)
Fourth Place - Fariburz Irani, SLS ‘15
Fifth Place - Dhrupal Shah SLS ‘15
Sixth Place - Harris Memon, SOT ‘14
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SLS Premier League proves to be a big draw for its they say, the match is not over until the last ball has
faculty, staff and students who had whale of a time been bowled. Let us see what the next batters do.”
impressing a floating crowd with their cricketing That was Ninad commentating, at SLS T20 premier
skills
League, for you.
“Sandeep Sir on his mark. From the cafeteria end. For three days beginning March 4, the faculty, the
What a delivery! Pitching on the middle stump, and staff and the students of School of Liberal Studies
moving slightly to the off. And what a catch, what a moved out of the lecture theatres and wide corridors

catch at mid-off! Neetu Ma’am tries to drive it to the to put their cricketing skills, some famed and the
cover, gets beaten by the movement and mishits the rest claimed, on display. It turned out to be funball straight to Pratik who pulls off a stunner from filled stress-buster for all.
high up in the air at mid-off.

PDPU ground had turned into a carnival arena with

“Ritu’s Renegades down to 79 for 6. With no recog- six teams, each led by a faculty and consisting of at
nized batter left in the side, they have 24 more runs
least two female players, competing with each other.
to go and all they are left with are 11 deliveries. Will The upcoming convocation-2016 only added to the
they get those runs? Twenty-four off 11, more than charm. The squads were divided into two groups
two runs a ball… difficult, but not impossible. As
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with the winner of each group trying their might in faculty and staff members from the teams that were
the final. They turned out to be Reddy’s Rockets and knocked out earlier to join the finalists, even if it
Sriram Shooters. If students were excited, faculty meant that there were 12 players on the field from
and the staff were even more excited.

each side! “You win, so do I.” That was the spirit

The kids sensed this and magnanimously allowed with which the vaunted and the vanquished played
the tournament that was ultimately won by Reddy’s
Rockets in a closely contested final.
Curtains came down on the 2016 edition of the tournament with the Director, Prof Nigam Dave who
had led a team earlier, and other faculty and staff
distributing prizes to the all those who excelled in
the middle and worked hard off it to make it a grand
success.
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On 5th March 2016 (Saturday) a Pre-Convocation moni Dalal, Ms. Juhi Shah, Ms. Pankti Desai, Ms.
event on ‘UN @ 70’ was organised by the joint efforts Simran Bhatia presented their arguments that gener-

of students and the faculty from the Department of ated a very intensive debate. Students from SOT also
International Relations of School of Liberal Studies, participated in the event. Dr Beryl Anand moderated
PDPU.

the brainstorming session and Dr Arun Kumar Ma-

The motive behind organising such an event was to lik from GNLU also took part in the debate.
embellish the pre-existing skills of debating, to in- The discussion cum debate covered wide range of
dulge students and faculties in a brainstorming ses- topics, starting from the very roots and establishsion to share their perspectives and understanding ment of the UN to its current status, issues, and
of the imperatives of reforming UN and India’s sake missions. Prof. Ganguly shared his valuable experi-

in it.

ence, opportunities and challenges of working with

Eminent speakers on the dais included nam

UN during his five years stint as a Nuclear Scientist

ely Prof. Chaitanyamoy Ganguly, an eminent nuclear
scientist who has served UN for five years, Prof.
William Nunes from Gujarat National Law University, Dr Beryl Anand from Central University of Gujarat, and Dr Sitakanta Mishra from PDPU. Student
volunteers like Mr. Shashank Sreedharan, Ms Si-

with the IAEA. He gave UN a metaphor of an elephant which is huge and has multiple dimensions.
He shed some light over the day-to-day working of
the UN, how the UN is engraved with various cultures from all over the world, tolerance, respect and
value systems. He even discussed the structure of
the IAEA.
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Dr. Beryl Anand focused on the topic, “Is UN
aging well?”, a counter to which was received
from Prof. William Nunes and Dr Arun Kumar
Malik.
The debate also covered issue of India’s stake as
permanent UNSC member; the question that
‘should India hanker for a UNSC permanent
seat’ reverberated, along with issues of refugee
crisis, non-proliferation of atomic weapons, climate change, inter-state and intra-state issues, misuse of Veto power by the permanent members, loopholes in the UN bureaucracy. Ms Simoni explained in detail the cost and benefits of having India as a P-6.
It was expressed that internal issues like insurgency, poverty, productivity, capacity building of the youth,

etc. must be addressed by India first while looking for a UN permanent seat.
This event was indeed very informative and educative. It witnessed a battle of wits and perspectives over
significant issues. Dr Sitakanta Mishra brought out the desire and plan for building a Model United Nations (MUN) in SLS in future.

Mayuri Malviya
SLS ‘14
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The Department of Economics, School of Liberal economy. He referred to it as a “stimulation packStudies organised an event 'Arth Samvaad - a Dis- age” in order to push the demand (infrastructure

cussion on The Union Budget 2016' on 6th March, investment) of the economy. He pointed out that Rs.
2016. It was a panel discussion with speakers from 97000 crore have been allocated for Pradhan Mantri
diverse fields who spoke on various sectors of im- Gram Sadak Yojana (PMGSY) for more number of
portance to the economy like the rural, agricultural, concrete roads which would help in boosting the
monetary, education, skill development sector, etc. consumption (of raw materials required for the conand threw light on how the recent union budget is struction of road) demand and explained that how it
likely to affect these sectors.

would lead to a better connectivity of rural areas

The event began with a warm welcome and felicita- with the urban market. He also mentioned that Mation of the guests Dr. K. Adabar and Mrs. Samanth. hatma Gandhi National Rural Employment GuaranThereafter, the entire overview of the Union budget tee Act (NREGA) allocation was hiked to Rs. 38500
was given by Dr. Nausheen Nizami, moderator for crore, being the highest ever budget spent on
the session and faculty of Department of Economics. MGNREGA. He discussed about the agriculture inIn-depth discussion of the major sectors who have frastructure under NABARD to take care of the irrireceived impetus from the budget began with Mr. gation funds and short- term agriculture plans. He
Manoj Sahu, in-house Economics faculty from the explained that how despite the huge allocations,
School of Liberal Studies, PDPU giving highlights there has only been an increase of 1.5% growth rate
for the agriculture and infrastructure sector of the leading to constant GDP in this sector.
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Dr. K. Adabar, Assistant Professor, Central Universi- GDP of 7.8%.
ty of Gujarat and panelist took the discussion for- Ms. Pallavi Shroff, member of Board of Governors of
ward by discussing the implications of the tax and PDPU and recognised as one of the “Most Powerful
finance proposals of the government. The sources of Women in Indian Business” gave a pleasant surprise
funds for the government are raising the revenue visit to the session enriching the session by her

(direct or indirect taxation) and borrowings words of wisdom. She pointed out that there has
(internal or external). He mentioned that there has been no mention about the GM seeds or fertilizers
been a reduction in fiscal deficit from 3.9% to 3.5% as one of the loopholes of the Union Budget 2016.
and few taxes/cess have been proposed like the dividend distribution tax, excise duty on cars, etc.
Hence, to reduce fiscal deficit the taxes have to be
increased i.e. higher indirect taxes (service tax) for
generating revenue. The proposed expenditure is
12.8% and the revenue is 14% for the government in

2016 which offers a ray of hope for further reduction
in fiscal deficit for the next financial year/He also
mentioned that “at the cost of rich people, poor people will benefit” since those earning beyond Rs. 1
crore have to pay 35% surcharge. He suggested that
a lot of work is required to be done at the grassroots
by the government as the finance minister has promised to double farmer’s income levels. It can be done
by creating the importance for domestic demand,
agricultural assets (long-term plans), infrastructure
etc. The government of india should enjoy the benefits of the decrease in international commodity prices (for eg. Crude oil). Since there is an increase in
non-performing assets due to the losses incurred by
the banking sector, there arises a need to recapitalize them. Lastly, he added that though the global
economy is decreasing while India’s is rising with a

The next speaker on the panel was Mrs. Samanth, a
home-maker and an entrepreneur. She gave perspectives of a working woman who has to balance her
work and take care of the household. She emphasized on the importance of empowering women. The
new budget will pay contribution of 8.33% for all

new employees enrolling in EPFO for the first three
years of their employment. Budget provision for this
scheme is Rs. 1000 crore. Mrs. Samanth feels that
more amount must be allocated to such schemes and
women should be encouraged to work. She also
brought up her concern about the fact very few people are actually aware of various schemes that are
there to help them. She also highlighted the importance of education and healthcare and how a
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healthy and aware family can contribute towards set up. National Board for skill development certifithe growth of the economy.

cation to be set up in partnership with the industry

Miss Vinni Arya, a student of economics and public and academia. Entrepreneur education and training
administration at Pandit Deendayal Petroleum Uni- through various massive open online courses.
versity, was the last speaker on the panel who repre- The event was summarized by moderator Dr. Nau-

sented the youth of the country. She spoke on the sheen Nizami who explained that every year budget
allocation made in education, employment and skill has a specific agenda and this year the focus is on
development sector in the budget. 62 new Navodaya ‘Transform India’. The event ended with a Question
Vidyalays are planned to open this year. Sarva Shik- and answer session where the audience questioned
sha Abhiyan will be focusing more on the quality of the panelists about various concerns they had reeducation. Regulatory architecture to be provided to garding the budget and put forward their views on
ten public and ten private institutions for them to the budget.
emerge as world-class teaching and research institutions. Also, higher education financing agency to be

Dr. Nausheen Nizami

set up with initial capital base of Rs. 1000 crores.

Department of Economics

Further, Rs. 1804 crore are allocated for skill development. 1500 multi skill training institutes are to be

Anaya Vithalkar
SLS ’13
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dishes from mushrooms to rasam, biryani and payasOn 5th March'15, GROW. COOK. EAT., the food sam were served. The competition was judged by
club of PDPU organized pre-convocation cooking the SLS faculties including Dr. Nigam Dave as well
event - a cook off between teachers and students. who the main judge was. A common vote was taken
Excitement was abuzz as enthusiastic students and and against all odds, Meenal Kaushik, the only stu-

even more eager teachers prepared to compete, sim- dent won the competition with her lip smacking
ultaneously showing off their culinary skills. The mushroom dish. The event concluded on a delightful
final face-off took place between three teachers and note where students and teachers sat together for
a student. Team professors included Ms. Supriya lunch, enjoying the wonderful delicacies prepared
Pal, Ms. Urmi Satyan and Dr. Venkat Ram Reddy. A by the competitors.
student competing with the professors was Meenal
Kaushik from SLS'14.
It was an exciting competition and the final decision

Hemani Sheth
SLS ‘13

proved to be a real tough one. A variety of delicious
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School of Liberal Studies and Office of
Research and Sponsored Programs of
PDPU organized an interaction by Dr.
Piyush Bishnoi with faculty members
of School of Liberal Studies on 8th

March, 2016.
The central thread of the interaction
was Research Activities and Research
Initiatives taken up by Faculty Members at SLS. Dr. Bishnoi discussed many aspects and challenges that
revolve around research activities at school level. The discussion points covered were academic goals of an
individual faculty member and academic goals of the School; interdisciplinary and inter-school collaborative research projects; Role of ORSP to facilitate more research driven initiatives and Institutional challenges to overcome for constructive outcome.

All faculty members contributed their valuable inputs which were well taken note of. It
turned out a fruitful interaction to look beyond and at larger picture in the interest of
the University and thus in turn in the interest
of an individual faculty.
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Educational institutes across India are witnessing students from PDPU along with a faculty, Niyati
an increasing awareness regarding the necessity to Trivedi, bore witness as the club decided to take a
include Humanities within their academic curricula, greater leap into the world of Gender Studies and
irrespective of the field of study. The reason being invited Dr. Veena Talwar Oldenburg, an eminent
fairly simple: Humanities make people more sensi- historian and Professor at Baruch University, New
tive and compassionate, thus by extension, better York. While Dowry practices were the cynosure of
human beings. It ceases to be an academic discipline her research focus, hailing from Lucknow and havand becomes for most, a new way of life that is more ing worked in the area, she was asked to throw
ethical, more empathetic, and less mechanical. Re- some light on the dark murky world of courtesans –
cently, Dhirubhai Ambani Institute of Infor- the most criticized and stigmatized of all profesmation and Communication Technology opened a sions which incidentally also subverts the normative
club devoted solely to Gender Studies in an effort to patriarchal social structures. Dr. Talwar Oldenburg
sensitize the otherwise technically trained students started off by debunking the notions surrounding
towards the other genders who shall inadvertently the word ‘courtesan’. As opposed to the common
be the less dominant part of the work force in their understanding that we have today, the courtesans
particular field in the foreseeable future.

were women of great repute and learning, who ex-

On the 18th of March this year, three English Masters

celled in the arts of singing and dancing; and were
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the hostesses to the Nawab himself. She further de- tion that people hold as to these women having been
scribed at great length, the role of these courtesans forced into prostitution. Many women chose to join
as anti-Imperialistic agents. It is no mere exaggera- these brothels out of their own volition due to a
tion when we say that these courtesans of the Na- number of reasons and many of them found in these
wab are likely to have suffered the most during our brothels, a family, dignity, and emancipation from

colonized past. Stripped of their wealth, home, life- the bitter world that they had escaped from. For
style and dignity, the circumstances forced these many women, this world became a sanctuary, where
women to retaliate using their bodies as a weapon to their bodies were just a professional tool and sexualspread venereal diseases in the enemy cantonments. ity, just a label. For the outside world, their world
Alarmed, the Britishers took extreme measures and was ‘Sin’ but for these women, it was freedom.
eventually had these insurgent women cordoned off Oldenburg ended the talk on a very optimistic note
to filthy squalid establishments, now known as where she explained that these women are learning
‘Brothels’.

the importance of education and in want of a better

However Oldenburg – who spent a considerable world and more career options for their children,
amount of time at these brothels, conversing with these women have started educating their children,
the inhabitants who are now just the relics of a glo- many of whom have gone on to have successful carious past – claims that the subsequent degradation reers as lawyers and doctors; thus facilitating and
of their heritage has not fazed these women’s spirits enabling their children to live a life of their choosing
in the slightest. They live in a highly matriarchal and not something they were forced into without
structure where the birth of a girl child is a jubilant any alternatives even at the cost of the imminent deoccasion whereas the birth of a son as well as the mise of their courtesan traditions.
child himself are gone unnoticed and often con-

demned to live a nameless life (literally). These
feisty women also claim to be the pioneers of the
rich Lucknowi cuisine and culture, often regaling

Vishakha Bhavsar
MA English ’14

the stories of how certain iconic recipes were born
inside the kitchens of their alluring ancestors. Oldenburg recollected a number of instances where
these uneducated women often proved to be more
progressive than the educated folk who sat in judgment. She also addressed the common misconcep-
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The mentors at PDPU are out to quench the thirst manent faculty at M. S. University, ICFAI Business
of their teeming researchers, but research is an School and H. L. College. It does not end here, Dr.
ocean. Nonetheless, on 28th of March 2016, School of Divatia has been freelancing as a media artist for ra-

Liberal Studies had one more occasion to learn an dio and television, for 15 years.
aspect of the vast subject, from none other than, the Despite such innumerable accolades, as she patientprolific and eminent academician, Dr. Ami Divatia. ly took the post-graduate and doctoral attendees
Having completed Masters and Doctorate in Re- through the Statistical Product and Service Solusource Management from M. S. University of Baro- tions (SPSS) workshop at PDPU, it was analogous
da, she is in the field of academics since 20 long to adding one more drop from the ocean to the
years. Presently, as a visiting faculty for the subjects flasks of latters’ knowledge. The session began with
– Research Methods and Quantitative Techniques, an overview of research, its methodologies, quantishe is associated with multiple institutions of edu- tative techniques, and a brief about SPSS and its apcation like H. L. College, Mahatma Gandhi Labour plication in quantification of research. It was folInstitute, Gujarat Vidyapith, Cept University and a lowed by a practical and hence an illustrious lesson
few private B-Schools as well. Amongst a spectro- on statistical treatment of collected data, in SPSS.
scope of laurels, she is accredited with authoring Some of the topics covered included representation
and co-authoring books, along with paper presenta- and analysis of descriptive and inferential statistics,
tions and publications at national and international hypothesis testing through decoding the test of siglevels too. An eminent member of Ethics Commit- nificance and a few other test results. Technicality
tee, Sterling Hospitals, she has even served as a per- of the operational commands and logical selection of
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input data were just a part of it. What further made the session enriching was the invaluable and precise
guidance as to the equally essential interpretation and analysis of outputs.
Rather than making a slave of a researcher and master of a machine, Dr. Divatia not just honed the skills of
the attendees at software dexterity but also urged them to simultaneously keep intact and employ their
individual instincts and rationale as and when required. A statistical research aiding tool of immense

scope and wide applications, SPSS was given a powerful human touch with her resourceful software practicability lessons. The four hours (10 a.m.-2 p.m.) were indeed less to satisfy an insatiable quest for learning, but sufficient enough to ignite a zeal to know even more, as the students and faculties were equally
benefitted by the basics combined with the apt nitty-gritties.
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School of Liberal Studies hosted Class XI students of Poddar International School, Ahmedabad on 12 th
March, 2016 at PDPU campus. With an objective to make school students aware about the present day
education, the visit was organized. Young students were found quite inquisitive about choice based learning system, interdisciplinary approach to knowledge and many other aspects for career shaping. Mr. Phalgun Kumar from School of Liberal Studies conducted an interactive session quenching the thirst of young
minds. Students were found overjoyed with their experience of visiting university campus.
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School of Liberal Studies, Pandit Deendayal Pe- School of Liberal Studies participated in the project
troleum University participated in the GUDA pro- in all its capacity. Since PDPU was an active partner,
ject of Green-Bike, a Cycle Sharing Project on 21st the School facilitated the following: About 45 stuMarch, 2016.
The project is initiated by the Government to ensure
judicious use of vehicles and to promote environment awareness. The project aims to keep the
state capital clean and provide convenient, lowcost mobility to people living in Gandhinagar and
to those who commute everyday to Ahmedabad.
The program was chaired by Shree Nitin Patel
(Minister, GOG).
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dents participated in the project. This was made possible with the help of coordination from SAL, NCC
and Sports Committee as well as Mr. Phalgun Kumar of SLS. Soul Pepper, the Dramatics Club PDPU performed a Street Play to spread awareness and for active participation from citizens. The students rendered
the invocation and anchored the programme. Faculty Members from School of Liberal Studies and School
of Technology Participated in Cycling for 5 km. We found this experience enriching and felt we could do

our little bit as responsible social change agent.
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A function was organized to felicitate Dr. D. J. Pan-

dian, IAS, (Retd.), Chairman, Standing Committee
and Director General, Pandit Deendayal Petroleum
University, on 23rd March, 2016, at PDPU auditorium. Faculty and staff members were present in full
attendance to wish Dr. D. J. Pandian the very best as
he moves to Beijing, China, to take on his new responsibility as Vice Chairman and Chief Investment
Officer of Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank
(AIIB).

AIIB is an international financial institution that
aims to aid infrastructure development in the AsiaPacific region. The bank has 31 member states (all
"Founding Members") and was proposed as an initiative by the Government of China. The initiative
gained support from 37 regional and 20 non-regional
Prospective Founding Members (PFM), all of which
have signed the Articles of Agreement that form the
legal basis for the bank. The bank started operation
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after the agreement entered into force on 25th December, 2015, after ratifications were received from 10
member states holding a total number of 50% of the initial subscriptions of the Authorized Capital Stock.

The United Nations has addressed the launch of AIIB as having potential for “scaling up financing for sustainable development for the concern of global economic governance. The capital of the bank is
$100 billion, equivalent to 2⁄3 of the capital of the Asian Development Bank and about half that of the
World Bank.
Senior faculty members felicitated Dr. Pandian with flowers
and expressed happiness for him taking on a new role; they
also communicated their discomfort at him not being available
to PDPU on a full-time basis. Dr. Pandian, as described by Dr.

Mukesh Ambani, Chairman, Reliance Industries Ltd and President, PDPU, has built this University brick-by-brick and it
stands today an internationally acclaimed University everybody can take pride in.
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Mass Communication department of School of Lib- ment with a special focus on print media houses and
eral Studies organized an expert session on 16th their marketing strategies. He also interacted and
March 2016. Two experts from the field of Mass solved queries of students regarding the future of
Communication were invited by Prof. Mukund print media looking at the advent of technology and
Shukla, namely Mr. Venkatesh Iyer and Mr. Nadim digital news. He backed his perspective with cases
Jafri to talk about Advertisement and Marketing and real life experiences he has had during his career

aspects of Mass Communication.

in the print industry. He also threw some light upon
new concepts like Integrated Media Marketing and
the students got knowledge about theories from a
person from the media itself.
Mr. Nadim Jafri is an Entrepreneur whose success
stories are researched upon even by IIM students.
He can be called a marketing strategist along with
an entrepreneur because his strategies are what

made his brand “Hearty Mart- The friendly Supermarket”. He is known for taking risks and finds
Mr. Venkatesh Iyer has been in the media industry them the only way to be successful in an entreprefor more than 18 years which includes experience in neurial journey. He left everything in 2004 to open
respected firms like The Hindu and The Indian Ex- this departmental store in the Juhapura area where
press. He is currently pursuing his PhD and is also even Reliance Fresh was not ready to step. His stratgiving lectures as an academician side by side. Mr. egies include drawing competitions, cooking compeIyer talked about the aspect of marketing manage- titions and such events which ensure local footfall in
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his shop. He further plans to expand his brand and have franchises all over the nation.
The session was indeed informative for the budding professionals of Mass Communication students. The
department thanks Prof. Mukund Shukla, who not just invited the experts but for his belief in the practical based learning-teaching approach that made the event shaped up. Interaction with the discipline experts brought deeper understanding towards the theories of communication, especially in Advertising.

Manas Daxini
SLS ‘13
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especially teaching since last 20 years. Teaching is
my passion and I enjoy sharing knowledge and being
with younger generation. My learning curve is very
steep since I have graduated. According to me learning and development of a person “starts” after gradu-

ation. Learning requires maturity not capacity to
memorize and reproduce.
SM: Ma’am, what are your reflections upon the
advancement in the technique of researching in
the present time of interdisciplinary approach to
research.
Dr. Ami Devatia is an expert in Research Methodology and quantitative techniques. She has more than
10 years of experience in this area and has been asso-

ciated with various institutions like, M.S. University
Baroda, Mahatma Gandhi Labour Institute, CEPT
University, Gujarat Vidyapith, Som Lalit School of
Management, ICFAI Business School. She has authored and co-authored more than six books and
several research papers on various subjects. She has
been conducting training programmes and workshops for various organizations on Research Methodology and various other areas.
SLS Mirror: You have been into the field of Research Methodology and Quantitative Techniques for more than 10 years by now. We would
like to know the extract of your learning experience.

AD: There has been couple of aspects to be addressed here. One about technology advancement, I

have been witnessing continuous betterment in research since last 20 years. I have submitted master’s
dissertation during the typewriter era when a single
spelling mistake charged lot of time, money and efforts! Today, the process of research has become
smoother; hence time, money and effort saving. The
“most wanted” thing today is “hard work” in this
tech-savvy era.
Second point is interdisciplinary approach. I feel the
horizons of knowledge and information have broadened since past two decades. More and more intersections and interdependence of relevant disciplines
are now emerging; which is the most welcoming
change. This suggests maturity in the field of higher
studies.

Ami Devatia: I have been in the field of academics
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SM: How was your experience with the Research Tata Consultancy Services which was

uploaded

Methodology workshop participants at School of on European Case Clearing House. It was very interLiberal Studies whose approach to academic dis- esting to thoroughly study TCS and its facts. I enjoy
cipline is not just interdisciplinary but multidis- each project, irrespective of its magnitude, that
comes up to me. Al the five masters’ dissertations

ciplinary.

AD: it is multidisciplinary. It was good experience
to interact with students of higher studies on the
same subject where all of us had different basic disciplines!

that I am guiding currently are interesting ones. I am
also keen to learn the results expected from another
UGC granted research project that I am a consultant
of at present.

This is the beauty of my field – Research and it is

SM: What would you like to share with the stu-

also equally challenging to bring students from dif-

dents of School of Liberal Studies that can further

ferent disciplines to the common platform of re-

encourage them for research studies?

search. Having open approach is perhaps the key AD: Students of School of Liberal Studies are in the

element of growth in today’s information age.
SM: If you can share something about your present research endeavour and as well about your

nary approach. I found a thirst of knowledge and
consciousness about quality work among them.
These will take them far in their career in future.

published research work.
AD: Writing is my hobby and I frequently founded
my thoughts and experiences on

cutting edge of trends as they follow multidiscipli-

paper. I have au-

thored and co-authored few books. One of the “close
-to-heart” research works of mine is a case study on

Probably, hence I see the bright future of young India.
My good wishes go with them along with their
knowledge, vision and mission! Good Luck!
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NPA AND BANKING SECTOR HEALTH IN INDIA: IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE
The current banking sector NPA crisis in India re- tio, reached a near four-year low, with banks lending
minds us of the global economic and financial crisis only 74.85 per cent. Loan growth had hit a 20-year
in 2008 which had its roots in the sub-prime hous- low in June 2015, slipping below 9 per cent, and has
ing mortgages and the lax investment banking regu- stayed around that level since then. While deposit
lations in US. Global economic crisis spread growth had fallen to 11.42% (a 50-year low) in

throughout the different parts of the world and con- March 2015, and had remained largely around that
tinued in the form of great recession in 2011 and be- level since then, it had been faster than credit
yond. Different global agencies point out further growth. A slow economic recovery and a large pile
gloomy economic and financial scenario for Europe, of stalled projects had dragged down fresh investNorth America and other parts in coming quarters. ments and, thereby, loan growth over the last three
In this time, a deteriorating banking health is not a years. Further, a report by Standard Chartered Bank
good sign for India’s finance and economy. As per showed that recovery in investment growth slowed
statement furnished in Rajya Sabha, total amount of during the July-September quarter after being on an
bad debts in India’s banking sector can be as large as uptrend since mid-2014. So, what one observes is a

Rs.4 lakh crore to Rs. 8 lakh crore. That is a hefty 18 systemic liquidity crunch and aggravating repayper cent of total advances at present.

ments situation was developing since last three

If we look for the signs of this crisis, one has to look years. By February 2016, this entire episode further
at the credit-to-deposit ratio (CD ratio) which indi- aggravated with liquidity crunch in the banking seccates not just the demand for loans but also banks’ tor reaching to an unmanageable level with repayliquidity position. In first week of October 2013, the ments not coming back. Bank of Baroda, PNB, Corcredit-to-deposits ratio was at an all time high of poration Bank including private sector banks were
78.52 per cent, indicating that banks were borrow- all in NPA mess and facing liquidity crunch. Closer

ing from the market to lend rather than from low examination revealed that, we were in the same
cost deposits to lend for corporates and working mess of lax regulation in banking sector as was done
capital. If the reserve requirements such as the stat- by Securities Exchange Commission (SEC) in US in
utory liquidity ratio (SLR) of 23% and cash reserve the decade 2000s. It seems prudent norms of lending
ratio (CRR) of 4 per cent are taken into account, the are violated and thousands of crores of advances are
credit to deposits ratio should not cross 73 per cent. made without Now, what are the implications out of
This was putting lot of pressure on the interest rates this? One, banking sector urgently needs substantial
recapitalization. Rs. 25,000 crore is already proviand also on repayments of existing loans.
By October 2015, i.e. in two years, credit-deposit ra-

sioned by current Union Budget, which is miserably
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low. Can Government be expected to rescue the ailing banks with tax-payers money leading to the same
argument of ‘private profit- social loss’ like that followed in US post global economic crisis? Two, what
about tightening norms and banking sector reforms in it? How to fix responsibility on the banks? Do we
have this mechanism or rather are we ready to act faster and strongly on it? RBI and Indian banking sector
proper verification of documents.

must work on it as soon as possible. Government is mulling reforms in the SARFAESI Act and 100 per cent
private equity participation in Asset Reconstruction Companies (ARCs). This should bring in more transparency in the entire gamut of lending practices. Faster and quicker legal action must follow on willful defaulters and systemic errors must be rooted out. Otherwise, needless to say, colossal mess will ensue and
India’s growth story will be truncated sooner than ever.

Dr. Ashvin R. Dave
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MEGHDHANUSH'S "BAAWARI": GENDER PERSPECTIVE
India

is

getting

chaotically

globalized light on such issues. This is not to claim that this

with the young, urban populations being buffeted team is single-handedly changing the ways in which
by a triangulation of forces operating in public cul- young Indians metropolis enjoy/consume music, but
ture, popular culture, and a growing impact of indie to argue that their subtle ways are indeed effectively
space, which is a part of, but also apart raising awareness of heteronormative structures,

from the popular culture.

homosexual taboos and third gender desires

Public culture is being bombarded by an increasing- in the terrain of fluidly shifting Indian popular cully shrill regulatory climate put in place by the body ture through works like "Baawari". When literally
control- translated, the word "baawari" means mad or insane
ling the body, both in the public sphere and in the context of this particular song, it can be
and the private one. Indigo, a private Airline opera- interpreted as maddened for or by the need for Love,
politic;

ideologues

who

insist

on

tor recently barred a woman from boarding a flight emotional and physical intimacy. The video begins
form Mumbai to Delhi because her dress was sup- with depicting the parting of partners; when one
posedly too "short". The Supreme Court of India, in of them moves to another place, probably another
country, i.e. separation because of physical and/or
September 2015, shelved a film which dealt
with the theme of homosexuality citing geographical barriers. The video then moves on to
"homosexuality akin to social evil for some" beautifully depict a gay couple and a transgender
as the reason. Yoga guru Baba Ramdev is known to woman who're unable to express themselves as
have said, "“Homosexuality can be cured through freely either in the public or the private spheres.
yoga,” and that “This will return a man towards nat- Thus, commenting on the representation of sexual
ural sexual behaviour.”. In what can be called as a difference and the possibility of imagining desire
huge setback; in December 2013, The Supreme Court and its expression beyond the boundaries of a by

of India upheld the controversial section 377 and large heteronormative society.
of the Indian Constitution which criminalises Through their song "Baawari", Meghadhanush have
"carnal intercourses against the order of nature.

successfully called on for a radical revision of the

Within these reactionary and regressive politics of Indian public sphere.
sexuality, it is indeed commendable how the band https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o_GsyQgdl6Y
"Meghadhanush"

and

their

collaborators

"Videowala" from Ahmedabad have juxtaposed
themselves as a dynamic performative agent
in the lives of young, Indian populace by shedding

- Karan Pala
SLS ‘12
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Janki Gandhi School of Liberal Studies is a place that gives you the
(SLS ’10) com- opportunity to explore the untapped subjects which
pleted

her are very crucial in deciding what you want to do. I
in ended up doing my final college research on bakeries

Bachelors
Business

Ad- in Ahmedabad by combining it with my business

m i n is t r a t io n administration major. I got a lot of encouragement
and she also a from the faculties who helped me with it. One thing
certified pastry led to another and I then went to Lavonne - Institute
chef from Ban- of Bakery Science and Pastry Arts, Bangalore.
galore and City SM: What are your essential learning outcomes
and Guilds (London).
Recently she completed her internship at Hyatt Regency (Ahmedabad) in the pastry and bakery department.

from School of Liberal Studies?
JG: I am certainly a changed person from what I was
before joining Liberal Studies. I find myself as more

confident and a happy person. I can see that how

SLS Mirror: How far Liberal Arts pedagogy has Institute paved the way for what I wanted to do and
been helpful to you to reach where you are today helped me in realizing, chasing my dreams. For sure,
in comparison to conventional way of learning?
Janki Gandhi: When I retrospect, I think I opted for
an unconventional career all together after my

I have learnt to be what I want to be. I am thankful
to my college for creating such a healthy environment for young students.

schooling. When I joined School of Liberal Studies, I SM: Your message to current Liberal Studies’ stuwas initially inclined towards public relations but dents as an Alumni of SLS:
what future had different career in store for me. JG: Find your spark, your dream and work for it.
From a Business Administration bachelor degree The School provides congenial and encouraging enwith Corporate Communication combination, I vironment to chase them. Let it happen. It is in your
eventually took up a course in patisserie and became hands. A right thing has happened to you being part
a pastry chef! Since childhood I loved baking but it of Liberal Studies. Build your future!
was more of a hobby and never thought of pursuing
SM: Anything that you wish to share:
a career in patisserie. I can vouch here that the multi
-disciplinary approach of Liberal Studies helped me JG: I would recommend everyone to take up the oprealize that I have numerous options to choose from. portunities of being part of all the School activities,
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go on to the field trips, do Internships, and participate in cultural, intellectual and creative activities. For,
active participation and personal involvement only can help you find and explore your potentials, your
strengths and limitations. This only can help to shape yourself, which otherwise might not be known to
you. I remember that participating and winning in the cooking competitions held during cultural festivals
boosted my morale even though it was a very small thing. These small things encourage you to do big

things in life and ultimately. And this is what matters the most.
One more thing, remember and lock the memories you make here because this time isn't going to come
back. Be it your friends, your curricular activities or your academic work. Cherish it; love it. Carpe Diem !
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Dr. Ritu Sharma
Invited to serve on the Program Committee for 61st Annual ICSB World Conference
2016 to be held in NJ/NY, USA, June 15-18, 2016.

Invited for Mental Health Plan for Gujarat –2016 Meet at Gujarat Institute of Mental
Health Ahmedabad on March 19, 2016 to discuss action points for public and private sector to work together for the development of mental health sector in Gujarat .
Case Study titled “Women’s Cell facilitates Gender Inclusivity: A Case Study from Education Sector” was published in
Volume II of "Perspectiva: A Case Research Journal"(Authored by Dr. Tanushri Banerjee and Co-authored
by Dr. Ritu Sharma)

Dr. Sitakanta Mishra
Spoke on “The Challenge of Nuclear Terrorism: India’s Approach” in a National Seminar on ‘Nuclear Power’ organized by Centre for Air Power Studies
(CAPS), New Delhi on 02 March 2016.
Spoke in a panel discussion on “Youth Participation in Governance in India”
organized by Gujarat National Law University (GNLU), Gandhinagar on 18 March 2016.
Participated in a luncheon discussion on “Nuclear Security in the Digital Age” at the India International
Centre (IIC), New Delhi organized by Brookings India on March 21, 2016.

Dr. Neeta Sinha
Presented a paper titled ‘ Assessment Centre for Screening and Development of
skills: A critical analysis’ in International Conference on Applied Psychology, 3-4th
March 2016. Conference Theme: Power, Perception and Personality: Protagonists of
change. The conference was held at G.D.Goenka University, New Delhi.
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Mr. Manoj Sahoo and Dr. Pradeep Mallik:

Dr. Ashvin Dave:
Research paper titled “Factors Influencing Stock Prices – Evidence from India” by Dr.
Ashvin Dave, has been published in “International Journal of Multidisciplinary Research” Vol.

IV, Issue 9(1), (ISSN– 2277 – 9302).
The said research paper aimed to examine factors influencing Stock Prices in India. Naturally these factors
are matter of interest for individual investors, portfolio managers, regulators of stock market and researchers. The study covered five variables viz. Gross Domestic Product, Inflation. Variables like Export, Industrial Production, Crude Oil Prices and Stock prices, were studied for a period of ten years. The observations were analyzed using statistical techniques including multiple regression analysis though
SPSS. Gross Domestic Product, Crude Oil Prices and Inflation have emerged as most important factors
influencing the Stock Prices in India.

Ms. Supriya Pal
Presented a research paper at “International Research Conference on Contemporary Issues in Business, Commerce, Management and Social Sciences”, Paris.
The paper focuses on the transitional changes the female employee have to face after
returning from the maternity leave. The various aspects like management mindset, organizational culture
and the economic and social opportunity cost of the leave. The paper also analysis various discrimination
faced by the pregnant female employees in corporate setup. The paper was prepared from the Indian per-

spective.
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Ms. Meena Bilgi, PhD Student, Visiting professor and Specialist (Gender and Sustainable Solutions) was invited to participate at the First High-Level Follow-up
Dialogue on Financing for Development in Asia and the Pacific, 30 and 31 March
2016 in Incheon, Republic of Korea by United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP) and the Government of the Republic of

Korea. This dialogue reviewed the Asia-Pacific position in implementing the Addis
Ababa Action Agenda, and deliberated on the following thematic areas

Regional tax cooperation, and the role and framework of the proposed Asia-Pacific Tax Forum.



·Developing capital markets in the region, in particular the harmonization of rules and regulations
across securities markets.



·Leveraging the funds of institutional investors for long-term infrastructure investment.



·Enhancing financial inclusion and other forms of innovative financing mechanisms



Climate finance



·Regional partnership: South-South and triangular development cooperation.

Ms. Meena Bilgi together with Seven CSOs representatives were invited to speak from the floor on all the above themes from
the perspectives of the poor and marginalized communities as well roles of CSOs in successful implementing of Agenda 2030.
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Dhwani Panchal presented a paper titled Identifying the
Challenges while Implementing Performance Management System- A
Qualitative Study in an International Conference on Contemporary Issues in Business, Commerce, Management
and Social Sciences organized by INAAR (International

Association of Academicians and Researchers) held on 9th
& 10th March,2016 at Hotel Ibis Paris Bastille Opera, Paris, France.

Pooja Patel presented a paper titled Dimensionalizing cultures of India and South Africa with the perception of Hofstede's
model in an International Conference on Contemporary
Issues in Business, Commerce, Management and Social
Sciences organized by INAAR (International Association
of Academicians and Researchers) held on 9th & 10th
March,2016 at Hotel Ibis Paris Bastille Opera, Paris,
France.

Tushnaa Kapadia presented a paper titled Recruitment and Selection,
Training and Development in Indian and
Foreign Multinational companies- A comparative Study in an International
Conference on Contemporary Issues in Business, Commerce, Management and Social Sciences organized by INAAR (International Association of Academicians and Researchers) held on 9th & 10th
March,2016 at Hotel Ibis Paris Bastille Opera, Paris, France.
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Divya Bhardwaj presented a paper titled Absenteeism and its impact
on Industry in an International Conference on Contemporary Issues in Business, Commerce, Management and Social Sciences
organized by INAAR (International Association of Academicians
and Researchers) held on 9th & 10th March,2016 at Hotel Ibis

Paris Bastille Opera, Paris, France.

Tanya Shah presented a paper titled Relationship between Emotional Intelligence and Sales performance in an International Conference on Contemporary Issues in Business, Commerce, Management

and

Social

Sciences

organized

by

INAAR

(International Association of Academicians and Researchers)
held on 9th & 10th March,2016 at Hotel Ibis Paris Bastille
Opera, Paris, France

Shashank Shreedharan:
Received scholarship of $20,000 from Brown University for a course in Master of Public Affairs, a program
combining Economics, Public Policy and International Relations. Brown is one of the 8 Ivy League Universities.
Recipient of the Dean's Fellowship ($35000/year) from Brandeis University for a course in Master of Arts
in International Economics and Finance with specialisation in Advanced Economic Policy Analysis.

Karan Pala and Heer Nanavati offered admission for Queen Elizabeth II Diamond Jubilee Scholarship
Programme, Memorial University.
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Mayuri Malviya Presented a paper titled "Proliferation of
Drones: The Legal Loopholes" in an International Conference
organised by International Journal of Arts and Sciences at University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV), USA. It was a multidisciplinary conference, which was five-day long, stretching from

21st March to 25th March, 2016. Ms. Mayuri was the only undergraduate student there, hence the youngest.

Joji Johnson successfully completed an internship as with Educational Initiatives in the capacity of an editor for Large Scale
Assessment (LSA). The project covered two states namely
Madhya Pradesh & Tamil Nadu for the survey of teaching

methodology and students’ understanding with focus on two
subjects, Mathematics and Language. The survey was conducted in the rural areas of these two states. The project worked
for World Bank & Rashtriya Madhyamik Shiksha Abhiyan.
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BLACK DRONGO
Physical appearance: Glossy black, long deeply forked tail.
Scientific Name: Dicrurus macrocercus vieillot
Local Name: કાળો કોસીટ, કાળીયો કોશી (Karo Kosit, Kariyo Koshi)
Habitat: Open areas, perched on wires, on grazing cattle. Beneficial to agriculture, chases crows, shikra,
kite when nesting.
Diet: Insects, flower nectar, small birds
Size: 31 cm
Bill: Black
Nest: Flimsy bottomed cup of fine twigs, with cobwebs
Egg: 3-5, whitish with brownish red spots
Call: Harsh scolding, challenging calls

PDPU campus habitats various kinds of birds on and around it. Let us know the bird and find on our
campus. If You can capture a photograph of this bird on/around PDPU campus, it will be incorporated in the next issue of Mirror with your Name! Hurry!
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SHE INSPIRES ME!
One little boy and a little girl. Every morning they are seen beside the road and dumping yards near the locality around our society. Dirty, littered and ragged clothed. Bad smelling and carrying a big plastic bag....
Yes! The rag pickers...!

The omnipresent ones...
Picking the little rags...
Living on the litters...
Loitering morning to evening..
Rags, rags everywhere...
Who cleans the plasticized Earth?
No home, no school..
No sky to live,
Yet they out-run each other,
For rags to pick...!
One day.. their mother was there...
Same ragged clothes
Dirty, filthy, poor hapless woman
But she had her share of joy!
The joy of sharing and caring!
The stale food...thrown away
Was enjoyed by the three..!
A Mother is always a Mother!
Then came a stray bitch,
And she too got a share
Was she a rag-picker...cleansing Mother Earth?
Or Earth's Mother Soul… cleansing our sins?
A rag picking woman... mundane...humble...impoverished... but she shares the joys of life with her kids.
The world doesn't bother about her. In fact world has no time for her. But she lives on others' left-overs..
on thrown and discarded materials...and cleans the Mother Earth and gives us filth-free environment! Yet
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we never learn...alas! We keep on destroying and making our environment polluted and one has to derive
her livelihood from the same filth!
I saw this humble rag picking woman. I saw her struggle of life...but I also saw her joys of sharing and caring to her children and living a joyful life. She looked strong, never defeated in struggles of life. The struggles of life had made her strong! What greater thing can be to inspire me than this? Do I need a greater
woman, more powerful woman than her? She was stronger than anyone else.
She Inspires Me! Her Struggles and Joys Inspires Me! She inspires me to think for Her and People like Her.
I wonder, can I do something for Her!
- Dr. Manoj Kumar Sahoo

HIGH UP ABOVE
High up above,
The moon shone,
Observing and shining more brightly;
Throughout the night;
The trifles of human beings,
Trapped in their own little world!
- SLS Student
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- Aayush Choksi (SLS ‘13)
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Asian Koel (Female)
- Sahil Desai (SLS ‘12)

- Simran Parikh (SLS ‘13)
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FLARE 2016 - The Annual Socio-Cultural Fest of PDPU

International Exposure Programme: W & J

Workshop on Forensic Psychology

International Relation: Expert Session with Mr. Nanda Kumar Srivastava

Seminar on “Current State of Indian Economy and its linkage with the World Economy”

Seminar on “Budgetary Outlays for Child Development in Gujarat: Trends & Issues”

Ms. Niyati Trivedi
Anmol Jain | Urvi Shah
Jasmine Pereira | Manas Daxini
Aayush Choksi
Special Mention: Ms. Khushali Purohit
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